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ProQuest editors curate content from thousands of global sources to cover the pros, cons, and 
everything in between, on the most studied social issues. SIRS Issues Researcher delivers diverse 
perspectives on today’s emerging and enduring social issues with relevant, credible information that 
equip students to think critically about global controversies.

Get right to the heart of over 300 issues with SIRS Leading Issues coverage. SIRS Issues Researcher provides 
not only the background information necessary to understanding an issue’s origins and key points of 
contention, but also the current analysis from authoritative publications that illuminates how the issue affects 
daily life.

INSIDE EACH LEADING ISSUE YOU'LL FIND:

• A concise introductory overview, critical thinking
questions, timeline, and reference materials
for context.

• An essential question that introduces the issue’s
pros and cons and highlights key points under
debate.

• Relevant documents, statistics and multimedia
present global perspectives to help novice
researchers explore the “whats” and the “whys” of
an issue.

• Integration with Learning Management Systems,
Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive and Google
Classroom, a citation generator and citation
export functions assure student success.

SIRS Issues Researcher is everything novice 
researchers need to investigate the toughest 
controversies—and to begin asking the questions that 
lead to critical thinking about complex social issues.
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POINTS OF VIEW FROM MULTIPLE ANGLES
Editors curate documents and images to ensure balanced coverage of each Leading Issue. Students can easily find 
their next research topic through a browse by category or alphabetical sort. SIRS Issues Researcher supports 
individualized instruction through tools such as Lexile® search, Text-to-Speech and an article translation tool. SIRS 
offers correlations to state, national, and international curriculum standards, helping to demonstrate relevance for 
teachers and administrators.  
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Search type-ahead helps students search and 
find the most relevant results.

A visually dynamic topic browse enables easy 
discovery of research topics.

Engaging essential questions and viewpoint articles 
help build a solid foundation for understanding 

complex global issues.

Critical questions prompt deep thinking and timelines 
provide historical context to every Leading Issue.
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